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Thailand 
Organized circuit 
 
We are pleased to accommodate you on one of our circuits. You will find in this 
Card-index technical further information allowing you to organize as well as possible 
Your voyage. 
THE CIRCUIT ORGANIZES: 
It is a circuit where all was thought for you. Everyone can reach these circuits for 
To discover all the sites impossible to circumvent. They include visits, transport and lodging: you will 
not have 
More than to benefit fully from your voyage. 
INDICATIVE ROUTE : It is given as an indication. It can be modified according to the arrivals 
And of the departures of the international flights, the climatic conditions, the inland transports and of 
Places of lodging. We indicate to you the number of kilometers traversed as well as the duration 
Estimated time of transport. The latter can vary according to the climatic conditions and to 
Traffic. 
 

                           
For you, a marked out course of many enriching discoveries: 
Bangkok and most beautiful islands of the south of Thailand. 
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* 1st DAY: ** arrival at Krabi Airport). Reception and transfer to your hotel. Local 

lunch, early afternoon emerald pool management (natural mineral water). Return hotel 

afternoon finally free evening + lunch  
 
 
2nd DAY ** ** + breakfast departure towards Koh Lanta (45 minutes boat) **  
 
 
** Reception hotel + visit to the island (as an option for those who wish, a trip of four to 
five hours around the archipelago of Koh Lanta .1000 bath per person) lunch, return by 
late evening.  
 
 
3rd DAY ** ** + breakfast departure towards Koh Phi Phi by boat  
 
Reception hotel early morning, transfer to the beach of Maya Bay (the beach)  
 
Pic-Nic on the beach of Maya Bay, mid afternoon direction visit Monkey Beach Monkey 
Beach. Finally back after noon local hotel + dinner. (Optional for those who wish to combat 
boxes Thai medical massage or a Thai Bath 400 hours per person). Return to hotel late 
evening  
 
 
4th DAY ** ** breakfast morning, (optional for those who want opportunity plunged Shark 
bay (bay shark, 500 bath) + lunch early afternoon departure direction Puket + + transfer to 
hotel and dinner late night for those who wish to visit the main street of Puket "patong" 
back to the hotel late evening.  
 
          
  5th DAY ** ** + breakfast visit early morning of the island of Puket and these beaches.  
 
Lunch + early afternoon visit to the waters fall (waterfall) and afternoon towards the south 
to see the inevitable sunset view on the lagoon. Return to hotel late evening.  
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6th DAY ** ** day and free airport transfer from Bangkok direction Puket ** 
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